ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The consumer is any user of goods and/or services available in society, whether for self-interest, family, other people, or other living things and not for trading. Generally a product before reaching the hands of consumers first through a long distribution process, ranging from producers, distributors, agents, retailers, until finally reached the hands of consumers, so that in the economic field is known two types of consumers, namely end consumers and consumers between. The final consumer is the end user or beneficiary of a product, while the intermediate consumer is the consumer who uses a product as part of the production process of another product. The consumer referred to in Law Number 8 the Pha corroborate the decision of Cassation that PT SPI must replace the lost vehicle. "With the ruling, the parking manager can no longer take shelter with a standard clause of transfer of responsibility that reads' any loss is not the responsibility of the parking manager.
5 The decision of the Supreme Court must be a legal certainty and can be used as jurisprudence for all forms related to the dispute between parking service user and parking service | 29 business actor, because the relevance of an information is also a concern, where information is diverse now can be made reference by anyone in making a deal. 6
Legal awareness became the main demand for the community to dispute between parking service business actors and parking service users no longer occur. In the questionnaires, 62% of respondents answered not understanding what is meant by "standard clause" written on parking ticket. From these data indicate that, still lack of understanding of society about rules of law in effect so that some of parking service business actor utilize it to gain profit and transfer its responsibility. Face-to-face interviews conducted with some of the people who are consumers / users of parking services say that parking service providers often say that our responsibility as a business actor is limited to providing only parking spaces, vehicle security issues when parking is the responsibility of vehicle owners. It can not be justified 
